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Dear Parents,
We are experiencing extraordinary times due to the Covid-19 virus. Measures in
school have already been taken to minimise risks across the school but it is a very
fluid situation and we are constantly reassessing. Quite a few families are rightly selfisolating and have explained their reasoning. Behind the scenes, preparations have
been taken place to mitigate the impact as much as possible.
I hope the following points both reassure and inform:


All larger scale meeting have been cancelled in school.



All PE competitions have been called off.

Unless we receive further notice, assemblies for children only, all core
lessons, the science day and assessments that are planned will go ahead but
…
 There are serious question marks about going ahead in a traditional way with
the Year 3 & 4 production and Easter Services. We might need to make
maximum use of technology!




Swimming and most clubs will continue (not eco) unless notification is given.



The trip to Parliament for Yr5 is cancelled – there is a question mark about
others at this stage.



Friday assemblies will go ahead without parents.

Whole Families and vulnerable groups have been told to self-isolate if any member
has symptoms: this will (and has already) affected school staffing. Though we are
not being expected to close the school (unless we receive further advice) it will
impact school provision.
To contain the disruption, we may need to close sections of the school –
especially those reliant on high staff/child ratios including
Little Lawrence’s and Larks ‘n’ Owls.
Parents will be informed at the soonest opportunity if this was to be the case using
the ‘snowline’ procedure as was outlined in the last Journal.
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We might of course be forced to close the whole school – or instructed to do
so. If this is the case,









Teachers are expected to provide work for children during ordinary term
time to minimise the disruption to their learning. Work set will relate as
much as possible to areas that are expected to be covered but do expect
some variation as not all lessons lend themselves to home learning.
Parents should expect a daily maths task, a daily English task (relating in
turn to spelling, punctuation/grammar, writing or reading/comprehension)
and a weekly research based topic relating primarily to Geography, History,
Science or RE appropriate to their age.
Work will be set via email on a daily basis with as much work as possible
making use of online platforms.
Teachers will be available (assuming good health) via their school email
addresses to support any learning.
We intend for hard copies to be available from the school office at the start
of each morning unless we are instructed to operate a total shut down.
Please note that we do not intend to provide home learning for all children
in Little Lawrence’s but do expect to do so for all other children if the school
is closed.

I would expect home learning to start as soon as reasonably possible (within days)
once it is clear that the school is to close for an extended period.

These are unprecedented times: we are keen ensure that there is as much
continuity of learning as a school community as possible. We ask for your
continued support but hope that the measures that we have planned also
support you too.
Kindest regards as always

John Brine
Head teacher.
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